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digital �
community

jasonOhler.com/dc 2 WOF
AH HAH!

District mission
 

 Students will study the 
personal, social and 
environmental impacts of 
every technology  and 
media application they 
use in school. 



 

1 life or 2? 
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TM

What do we know?

You are 
here!Change is exponential 

36 million hits in .15 secs 

TM

Info overwhelment a lifestyle 
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A new day, 
a new tool 

leveraged 
powerful 

synthetic life
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digital �
community
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8 hours/day 
with media 

Citizens 
-  workers 
-  neighbors 
-  voters 

digital �
community

jasonOhler.com/dc

Real life 
version 2.0 

digital�
citizenship? 
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www.iste.org 

ISTE new words
1. innovation, creativity
2. culture
3. global 

4. citizenship
5. community

3 communities

Local Global

Digital

YOU

 ethics thru ether
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Wisdom, 
balance at a 
young age 

1.  articulate our fears
2.  study what we use (reverse 

invisibility trend)
3.  identify areas, resources
4. develop digital character ed
5. write a new story

5 steps

step 1- 
articulate 
our fears tech 

folks are 
not 

normal
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fears?
•  ubiquitous (& nowhere) 
fears?

(used with paid permission from Cartoon Bank)

“Would you like to see the top on Google Earth?”

•  ubiquitous (& nowhere)
•  amplifying (& reducing) 

fears?
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29
(used with paid permission from clipart.com) (used with paid permission from clipart.com)

•  ubiquitous (& nowhere)
•  amplifying (& reducing)
•  ephemeral (& permanent) 

fears?



“So, Jim, where do you see yourself in ten minutes?”


(used with paid permission from Cartoon Bank)
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•  ubiquitous (& nowhere)
•  amplifying (& reducing)
•  ephemeral (& permanent) 
•  invasive (& welcomed)

fears?

(used with paid permission from Cartoon Bank)

•  ubiquitous (& nowhere)
•  amplifying (& reducing)
•  ephemeral (& permanent) 
•  invasive (& welcomed)
•  desocializing (& resocializing)

fears?

“Go ask your search engine.”
(used with paid permission from Cartoon Bank)
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•  confused-Real (& hyper-Real)

fears?

(used with paid permission from Cartoon Bank)

“It’s not high-definition anything. It’s a window.”


•  confused-Real (& hyper-Real)
•  overwhelment (& bargains)

fears?

36 million hits in .15 secs
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•  confused-Real (& hyper-Real)
•  overwhelment (& noise)
• dehumanization (& 

humanization)

fears?

(used with paid permission from Cartoon Bank)

“No, I don’t want to play chess. I just want you to reheat the lasagna.”


•  confused-Real (& hyper-Real)
•  overwhelment (& noise)
•  dehumanization (
  & humanization)
•  sovereignty 

fears?

Who’s in 
control? 
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Step 2-
we study what we 
use - 
we become 
detechtives

Step 2-
reverse the 
invisibility trend - 
make tech        
“figure” McLuhan

District mission
 

 Students will study the 
personal, social and 
environmental impacts of 
every technology  and 
media application they 
use in school. 



District mission
 

 Students will use to 
technology effectively, 
creatively and wisely. They 
will learn not only how to 
use it, but also when and 
why, with a sense of safety, 
community, fairness and 
responsibility.
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connects and
DIS CONNECTS

connects and
DIS CONNECTS
...sprinkle throughout your curriculum

detechtives
working for 
the STA...

7 questions
1. physical characteristics
2. enhancements/reductions
3. social contexts
4. replace/foretell
5. biases
6. benefits
7. impacts
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great debate
1.  STA agents
2.  innovators
3.  judges

1. accept
2. reject
3. accept, but�

modify

STA results...

cyber 
unsuitability 

An example 

digital 
doctoring 
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STA results...
1.  1-10 scale
2.  further info
3.  rating board
4.  qualifications

? 

? 
digital �
citizenship
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jasonOhler.com/copyright©
digital �
citizenship

Other ideas
1. anthro tech
2. energy self study
3. stories/

documentaries

step 3-
issues, 
experts, 
resources,
participation
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jasonOhler.com/dc 

step 4-
promote character 
education for digital 
kids

Sexting

Cyberbullying

The future?

Augmented 
reality

Secording

1. academics AND character

character education
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1. academics AND character
2. publicly defined values infused 

throughout the curriculum

character education
 1. academics AND character

2. publicly defined values infused 
throughout the curriculum

3. create frameworks, rather than 
just attack issues

character education


1. academics AND character
2. publicly defined values infused 

throughout the curriculum
3. create frameworks, rather than 

just attack issues
4. kids learn character anyway, so 

make it deliberate

character education
 Literacy... 

Consuming and producing 
the media forms of the 
day, whatever they are.  
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Literacy... 
Therefore, students need 

to be able to write 
whatever they read. 

Literacy... 
Therefore, students need 

to be able to write 
whatever they read. 

two imp. literacy shifts 

Words Collage 
jasonohler.com/beyondwords 

lit shift 1 lit shift 2 
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1.  consider driving
2.  CIPA - your interpretation?
3.  shut down or gradual trust 

thru mentoring? 
4.  can’t succeed if you can’t fail
5.  role of the IT dept?

digital character
1.  Plato to Eisenhower
2.  The 1960s - moral clarification
3.  1970s to nearly now -      

mood swings
4.  1990s to now - digital 

citizenship, ethics

historically

step 5 -
imagine a 
new story

step 5 -
what would 
your movie 
look like?
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movies, 
not 
reports 

Visioning advice 

School 
district 
vision
report

Visioning advice 

School 
district 
vision
report

we can have 
what we 
want...
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question is: 
what do we 
want?

imagine the 
ideal mission 
statement

District mission
 

 Students will study the 
personal, social and 
environmental impacts of 
every technology  and 
media application they 
use in school. 



District mission
 

 Students will use  
technology effectively, 
creatively and wisely. They 
will learn not only how to 
use it, but also when and 
why, with a sense of safety, 
community, fairness and 
responsibility.
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step 5 -
what would 
your movie 
look like?

?

Don’t rule by 
concern - Turn 
concerns into 
goals… 

AIM! 

ADVICE 
AHEAD!

turn 
concerns 
into goals 
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AIM! 
Turn concerns into goals

Don’t Let the Perfect
Be the Enemy 
of the Good

digital �
community

jasonOhler.com/dc
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Credits, citations

The screenshot is hereby credited to MSN, and 
was captured as an “average day” splash page on a 
rapidly changing website. Pictures of myself are 
owned by me. The picture of the baby holding the 
cell phone was licensed through Corbis images. 
The rest of the images appear through paid or 
other agreements with infosavvy.com, clipart.com, 
and the cartoonbank.com. Carl Sagan Cosmic 
Calendar from Discovery website (
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/
schooladventures/universe/itsawesome/
cosmiccalendar/page2.html)


